
Dear RCS Class of 2021, 
 
Congratulations!  Wow!  I am so deeply honored to have been asked to write this letter in congratulating you 
on your high school graduation!  But on behalf of ALL of the faculty and staff, I want to thank Ms. Passmann 
and Ms. Risko for all of their efforts in making your four years at RCS so special!  Over the past several weeks, 
seeing your smiling faces in senior spotlights, being reminded of your favorite high school memories, and 
hearing of your exciting future plans have brought big smiles to our faces.  And your class advisors are largely 
to thank for that!  Okay, now here we go! 
 
First, to my fourteen amazing and talented Band graduates… 
Your legacy will live on in many more ways than the coffee gift cards and *fabulous* dress accessories you so 
generously gifted me. You have amazed me with your musical dedication and enthusiasm from the downbeat 
of your first Band rehearsal all the way through the release of the final chord from our last performance.  Our 
most recent Spring Concert will undoubtedly forever be one of the most special moments in my career.  I will 
cherish the words, memories, and music we shared that evening for the rest of my life, and I hope you will, 
too.  We may have missed out on a lot this year, but we will always have that special night.  I’m so, so proud of 
you.   (Cool? _____ ) 
 
And now to the graduating Class of 2021 at large… 
Even before this life-changing pandemic, your achievement in our classrooms, starpower on our stage, 
beautiful artwork in our hallways, athleticism on our fields and courts, and service in the community have 
been tremendous sources of RCS pride!  I am sure that I am not the only teacher/advisor/coach at RCS that 
looked at the 2020-21 school year and dreamt of great success with the leadership of it’s senior class. 
 
I recognize that losing out on all of the traditional perks and privileges of senior year is something that I can 
never truly empathize with.  However, I challenge you to look back on these last fifteen months with a spirit of 
optimism.  I believe that the unique difficulties you have faced individually and as a group, have helped you to 
develop skills in independence, communication, time management, social and emotional understanding, and a 
maturity of perspective greater than any graduating class before you.  In the face of uncertainty and isolation, 
you persevered to keep working towards achieving your goals and making your dreams come true.  For these 
reasons, I consider you to be destined for success and amongst the strongest young adults that we will ever 
have the pleasure to call RCS alums. 
 
I always share these two pieces of advice with my graduating seniors because they’re simple enough to 
remember and they can apply to each and everyone of you, no matter what career or life path you choose to 
pursue… 
 

Treat others well.   We never know if the person sitting next to us will one day be interviewing us for a 
job, teaching our children, or taking care of our loved ones.  And if that time ever comes, they will remember 
how we once treated them.  And if we all treat each other with love, kindness, and respect...well, that certainly 
makes a better world for us to all live in. 
 

Do good work.  Working your hardest and striving to be your best self  is as much of a habit as setting 
an alarm for the next morning or brushing your teeth each night.  Just like you are always trying to build on 
the progress of your last rehearsal or practice, continuing to work on becoming a better 
[student/friend/son/daughter/brother/sister/trumpeter/clarinetist/etc.] than you were yesterday will open many 
doors for you.  It won’t be easy but if you do, the right people will take notice and you’ll have a lot to be proud 
of. 
 
I once had a college band conductor who told his graduating musicians, “It’s never ‘goodbye’. It’s ‘see you 
later.’”  I hope this sentiment will ring true in my relationships with the graduates of the RCS Class of 2021 
because I cannot wait to see what your future holds.  I wish you the best of luck in all that you do and will 
forever be sending my love and positive vibes to you to be happy and for your dreams to come true.  
Congratulations, Class of 2021! 
 
With all of my love, 
John Fatuzzo 
 


